A previous study on the benefits of monolithically stacked 3D-FPGA has estimated a 3.2x improvement in logic density, a 1.7x improvement in delay, and a 1.7x improvement in dynamic power consumption over a baseline 2D-FPGA with no change in architecture. This paper describes a new routing fabric and shows that a 3D-FPGA using this fabric can achieve a 3.3x improvement in logic density, a 2.35x improvement in delay, and a 2.82x improvement in dynamic power consumption over the same baseline 2D-FPGA. The additional improvements in delay and power consumption are achieved by reducing net loading in several ways: (i) Only Single and Double interconnect segments are used. This reduces the total interconnect length used to implement each net. (ii) The routing fabric is hierarchical. Each logic block's inputs and outputs connect first to local segments. These segments can be then programmably connected to local segments in neighboring routing blocks via programmable buffers and/or to interconnect segments in routing channels via muxes with buffered outputs. (iii) Interconnect segments can be directly connected to form longer segments using programmable buffers without going through routing blocks. (iv) The routing block provides switching capability beyond that of a conventional switch box. A 3D-FPGA using this new routing fabric can be realized by stacking two configuration memory layers and a switch layer on top of a standard CMOS layer with a total of 12 metal layers interspersed between them. A CAD flow based on VPR with appropriate modifications to the routing graph generation and routing algorithm is developed and used in the performance analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Emerging monolithically stacked 3D integrated circuit (3D-IC) technologies [1, 2] promise to close the performance gap between current 2D-FPGAs and cell-based ASICs. The idea is to stack the programming overhead of an FPGA on top of the logic blocks (LBs), thus significantly improving logic density and reducing interconnect lengths. In [3] it was shown that a monolithically stacked 3D-FPGA can achieve 3.2 times higher logic density, 1.7 times lower critical path delay, and 1.7 times lower dynamic power consumption than a baseline 2D-FPGA fabricated in the same 65nm technology node. These improvements are achieved assuming no change in the logic or routing architecture of the baseline 2D-FPGA. The study also did not demonstrate the implementation feasibility of such a baseline 3D-FPGA in terms of layer assignment, floorplanning, and metal layers usage.
In this paper we present a programmable routing fabric and show that the performance of a 3D-FPGA using this fabric, referred to henceforth as new 3D-FPGA, can be much higher than that of the baseline 3D-FPGA in [3] . The additional performance benefits are obtained not only by taking further advantage of 3D, but also by making several changes to the island-style fabric [4] to reduce interconnect segment loading. As a result of these changes, our fabric also offers delay and power consumption improvements over island-style fabrics in 2D.
The new 3D-FPGA can be realized by stacking three active layers on top of a standard CMOS layer with a total of 12 metal layers interspersed between them (see Figure 1) . The stacked active layers consist of: (i) a first configuration memory layer to program the logic blocks and tri-state buffers, (ii) a switch layer comprised only of NMOS devices, and (iii) a second configuration memory layer for programming the switches in the switch layer. The use of two memory layers, instead of one as assumed in [3] , provides better local vertical connectivity and relaxes the requirement on memory cell size.
As in [3] , we use an island-style 2D-FPGA as a baseline architecture, referred to henceforth as baseline 2D-FPGA, for our performance comparison (see Figure 2 ). It comprises a 2D array of logic blocks (LBs) that can be interconnected via programmable routing. A Virtex II style logic block comprising four slices, each consisting of two 4-input Lookup Tables (LUTs), two flip-flops (FFs), and programming over- head, is assumed. The programmable routing comprises horizontal and vertical routing channels each having sets of Single, Double, HEX-3, HEX-6, and Global interconnect segments. The segments can be connected to the inputs and outputs of the LBs via connection boxes and to each other via switch boxes. We assume the MUX-based switch box design described in [5] (see Figure 2 (b)). To evaluate the performance of the new 3D-FPGA, we assume the same logic block as in the baseline 2D-FPGA and use a CAD flow based on VPR with some modifications to the routing graph generation and routing algorithm. Results based on the 20 largest MCNC benchmark circuits show an average improvement of 3.3x in logic density, 2.35x in critical path delay, 2.57x in the geometric average pin-to-pin delay, and 2.82x in dynamic power consumption over the baseline 2D-FPGA. This provides further credence to the estimates in [3] and shows that additional improvements in delay and power consumption can be achieved by optimizing the 3D-FPGA architecture.
In Section 2, we describe the new routing fabric in detail. In Section 3, we discuss the feasibility of implementing the new 3D-FPGA. In Section 4, we discuss the CAD flow for mapping designs into the new 3D-FPGA. In Section 5, we quantify the performance improvement of the new 3D-FPGA over the baseline 2D-FPGA.
3D ROUTING ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of our routing fabric is motivated by several 3D considerations and the desire to reduce the loading on the interconnect segments to reduce power consumption and interconnect delay. 3D considerations:
• Shorter segments: In our earlier study [3] , we showed that the utility of longer interconnect segments decreases in 3D due to the scaling of interconnects as well as the base CMOS technology. This has motivated us to consider routing fabrics with only Single and Double interconnect segments. Note that this segmentation is considered only for concreteness of presentation. Longer segments can be readily added as needed to optimize delay. The important point here is that the average segment length is considerably shorter in our architecture than in the baseline 2D-FPGA.
• Integration of switch and connection boxes: Because the programmable routing (switches and configuration memory) is stacked on top of the logic blocks and buffers and the LB inputs and outputs "come up" to the routing fabric, it is natural to integrate the functionalities of the interconnect and switch boxes associated with each LB into a single routing block.
Delay and Power considerations: Several studies have shown that the high parasitics of programmable interconnect account for most of the delay and dynamic power consumption in an FPGA [6, 7, 8] . As such, in the design of our fabric, we focused on lowering the loading on the interconnect segments in several ways:
• Our routing fabric is "hierarchical." Instead of directly connecting LB inputs and outputs to interconnect segments as in the baseline architecture, the LB inputs and outputs connect first to local segments These segments can then be programmably connected to segments in neighboring routing blocks and/or to interconnect segments in a routing channels via programmable buffers and muxes with buffered outputs.
• The interconnect segments can be directly connected to form longer segments using programmable buffers without going through routing blocks (we shall refer to such interconnects as bypass interconnects).
• The architecture of the routing block provides extended switching ability beyond that of a conventional switch box having the same switching width [4] . This helps improve routability.
As a result of these features, a 2D-FPGA using our routing fabric achieves lower delay and power consumption than the baseline 2D-FPGA having the same segmentation, i.e., only Single and Double interconnects (see discussion in conclusion section). The top level architecture of our routing fabric is depicted in Figure 3 -(a). It consists of an array of routing blocks with horizontal and vertical routing channel overlay. Each routing channel comprises Single, Double, and Global interconnect segments 1 . The interconnect segments are bidirectional and the direction is controlled by back-to-back tristate buffers (see Figure 3-(b) ). Segments can be connected directly to form bypass interconnects by appropriately setting the states of the tri-state buffers. They can also be connected through routing blocks to make bends, fan-out, or connect to logic blocks. ure 4-(b)). It is parametrized by the routing block width W , which is the number of input/output ports on each side and switch width d, which is the number of possible connections for each port [4] . Each routing block MUX output drives an interconnect segment and/or an input line to a neighboring routing block. Additionally, each LB output is connected to no MUXs on each side (see Figure 5 -(a)). Each routing block input line connects to inputs of d MUXs in each perpendicular direction and can be programmably connected to ni LB inputs (see Figure 5 -(b)) through pass transistor switches. Thus each MUX in the routing block has at most 2d + 1 inputs and 2d + 1 control lines (see Figure 6) . Note that the MUX output can be set to a high-Z state. Figure 7 -(a) shows how an output of an LB can be directly connected to the input of a neighboring LB without going through interconnect segments. off the two pass transistor switches, a local connection between the output of one of the routing blocks can be directly connected to the input of the other . Turning off these pass transistors also reduces the loading on the bypass interconnect. Figures 7-(c) and (d), respectively, show how an LB input and output can be connected to a segment. Note that only buffers that are needed to establish the connection are turned on. This helps reduce the loading on the connection, thus reducing its delay and power consumption. In addition to the connection through switch points, the architecture of the routing block allows for extended switching width. As shown in Figure 8 , a signal entering a routing block can loop back twice into it and exit to a perpendicular direction if it cannot do so directly. As we demonstrate later, such extended switching significantly improves routability.
IMPLEMENTATION FEASIBILITY
In this section, we explore the feasibility of implementing the new 3-D FPGA. We assume that it uses the same logic block as the baseline 2-D FPGA, which is described in the introduction. For the sake of comparison, we choose the following parameters for the two architectures. For baseline 2-D FPGA we assume 24 Single, 40 Double, 36 HEX-3, and 96 HEX-6 interconnect segment tracks in each horizontal and vertical routing channel (so T = 196), d = 3, and connection box density Fc = 0.5W . This yields W = 72. For the new 3D-FPGA we assume 48 Single and 48 Double interconnect segment tracks in each routing channel (so T = 96), ni = no = 2, and d = 3. This again yields W = 72. Note that Global segments can be readily added without affecting the performance estimates since the benchmark circuits used are small. Each input to a routing block in the new 3D-FPGA can connect to 2 Single and 1 Double segment in each perpendicular direction and each LB output can connect to 1 Single and 1 Double segment in each direction. As we argue in the following section, these choices make the routing capability for the baseline 2D-FPGA and the new 3D-FPGA roughly equivalent.
The 3D-FPGA is completely tileable, so we focus on the implementation of a single tile consisting of a stack of one logic block and interconnect tri-state buffers, one routing block, and their configuration memory.
Using the Cadence GSCLib3.0 technology-independent library and Virtuoso tool we estimate the layout area for the logic block and buffers in the same manner as [3] . The routing block area is estimated using custom layout. The estimated size of the logic block and buffer tile and the routing block in the new 3D-FPGA are both around 2256λ×2256λ (Figure 9-(a) ). This is compared to a tile size of 4100λ×4100λ for the baseline 2D-FPGA [3] . This corresponds to an improvement in logic density of around 3.3x, which is slightly better than reported in our previous study.
To implement the new 3D-FPGA in a monolithically stacked technology, we assume the active layer and metal layer assignments in Figure 9 -(b). The bottom layer is a standard CMOS layer with both NMOS and PMOS devices available figuration memory layer for the logic block and buffers. Two layers of metal are assumed for this layer. The third layer is the switch layer, where the routing block and interconnect segments are implemented. We assume 4 layers of metal for this layer. The top layer is the configuration memory layer for the switch layer, which requires two layers of metal. Thus a minimum of 12 layers of metal are needed to implement this architecture.
Tables 1 list the programming overhead per tile for the baseline 2D-FPGA and the new 3D-FPGA assuming the architecture parameter values given above. The results demonstrate the resource sharing advantages of our new 3D-FPGA. The overhead of the routing box, which implements the functions of two connection boxes and a switch box is lower than that of the switch box by itself. This is due to: Overall the number of configuration cells needed is 4649 for the 3D-FPGA versus 5145 for the baseline 2D-FPGA. In the previous 3D-FPGA study [3] , we assumed a single configuration memory layer. Assuming the reported 3.2x reduction in tile area, this yields 989λ 2 per memory cell, which is around 0.7 the size of an SRAM cell. In the new 3D-FPGA we assume 2 configuration memory layers. This relaxes the required memory cell size to 1767λ 2 , which is larger than needed for an SRAM cell. This is in addition to providing greater and simpler vertical connectivity.
CAD TOOLS
To map designs into the new 3D-FPGA, we used the logic packing and placement modules of VPR [9] with no change. We modified the VPR router [10, 9] to accommodate the differences between the routing architecture of our new 3D-FPGA and the island-based architecture. Figure 10 -(a) shows an example routing graph for a routing block with W = 3 and d = 3. Each routing block input and output is represented by a node (so there are 2W nodes on each side). Solid edges correspond to direct connections while dashed edges correspond to extended connections. Figure 10-(b) shows how an extended connection from input node n1 to output node n2 is implemented using direct connections. The example corresponds to Figure 8 . The routing algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. The algorithm initially routes one net at a time using the shortest path it can find without considering interconnect segment or logic block pin overuse. Each iteration of the router consists of sequential net rip-up and re-route according to the lowest cost path available. The cost of using a routing resource is a function of its current overuse and any overuse that occurred in prior routing iterations. By gradually increasing the cost of an oversubscribed routing resource, the algorithm forces nets with alternative routes to avoid using that resource, leaving it to the net that most needs it.
The main difference between our router and VPR is that we keep track of visited nodes during the breadth-first-search to improve the run time. This is described in lines 11, 12, and 22. The need for this modification is that our routing architecture results in many local cycles in the routing graph due to the extended switching capability explained earlier.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
In this section we compare the performance of the new 3D-FPGA to the baseline 2D-FPGA and the baseline 3D-FPGA. We assume the same logic block and routing resources as in the previous section. We assume a 65nm CMOS technology and the Berkeley Predictive Technology Model (BPTM) for devices and interconnect. The buffer sizes used in the new 3D-FPGA are assumed to be: 4 for Figure 12 compares the delay of Single, Double, HEX-3, and HEX-6 in the baseline 3D-FPGA studied in [3] and the equal length bypass interconnects in our routing fabric, where HEX-3 is implemented using 3 Singles and HEX-6 is implemented using 3 Doubles (see Figure 11) . Note that the bypass interconnects are faster even for the HEX 6 interconnect because of the lower loading.
Interconnect Segment Delay

Routability
To compare the routability of the new fabric to that of the baseline 2D-FPGA we placed and routed the 20 largest MCNC benchmark circuits in both architectures. We varied the routing channel width and found the minimum track Algorithm 1 Congestion/Delay Routing Algorithm 1: Aij ← 1 for each signal net i and each sink j 2: while shared routing nodes exist do 3: for all nets i do 4:
rip up routing tree RTi 5:
initialize the queue P Q 6:
for all sinks tij do 7:
enqueue each node n in RTi at costs Aijdn to P Q 8:
while tij is not found do 9:
dequeue node m with the lowest cost from P Q 10:
for all fanout node n of m do 11: if node n is unseen then 12: mark node n as seen 13: enqueue n to P Q with the cost of Aijdn + (1 − Aij)dnpn 14:
end if 15:
end for 16:
for all node n in the routed path tij to sj do 17:
update the cost of node n 18:
add n to RTi 19:
end for 20:
end while 21:
end for 22:
mark all nodes in P Q as unseen 23:
update Aij for net i 24:
end for 25: end while count Tmin for each design mapped to each architecture. In varying the channel width we maintained the same fractions of each interconnect type. For the baseline, we use a fraction of 0.32 for Single, 0.26 for Double, 0.16 for HEX-3, and 0.21 for HEX-6. For the new 3D-FPGA, we maintained a one-toone ratio between singles and doubles. Table 2 compares (i) the minimum channel width Tmin for the baseline 2D-FPGA and the new 3D-FPGA, (ii) the geometric average total segment length, L, used in routing each pin-to-pin net segment, and (iii) the geometric average of the number of bends, S, used to route each pin-to-pin net segment. Note that on average, the new routing fabric requires 50% fewer tracks per channel than the baseline 2D-FPGA. This is due to the use of shorter segments and the additional switching capability of the routing block. These Tmin values correspond to a reduction in average routing block width of around 20% over the switch box width in the baseline 2D-FPGA. This justifies our argument that W = 72 for both the new 3D-FPGA and the baseline 2D-FPGA achieve roughly the same routability. To investigate the usefulness of the extended switching capability of the routing block, we disabled this feature and rerouted the benchmark circuits. We found that the saving in minimum channel width reduces to 35%. The new routing fabric also reduces the average pin-to-pin net segment length by around 15%. Figure 13 compares the pin-to-pin net segment length distribution for the baseline 2D-FPGA and the new 3D-FPGA to the Manhattan distance for an example benchmark design. Note that the net segment length distribution in the 3D-FPGA is much closer to that of the Manhattan distance. Finally, note that the average number of bends, S, increases slightly in the new 3D-FPGA due to the use of shorter interconnect segments.
System Delay
To compare the system delay performance of the new 3D-FPGA to that of the baseline 2D-FPGA and the baseline 3D-FPGA, we use two metrics; the improvement in the geometric average of the pin-to-pin delays, and the improvement in critical path delay, which includes the LB delays along the path. By improvement here we mean the ratio of the delay in the baseline FPGA to that in the new 3D-FPGA. Results for the largest 20 MCNC benchmark circuits are plotted in Figures 14 and 15 . Note that the improvements over the baseline 2D-FPGA range from 2.18x to 3.06x for the geometric average pin-to-pin delay and from 1.68x and 2.83x for the critical path delay. On average, there is a 2.57x delay improvement in pin-to-pin net delay and 2.35x delay improvement in critical path delay over the baseline 2D-FPGA, and 1.53x improvement in pin-to-pin net delay and 1.44x delay improvement in critical path delay over the baseline 3D-FPGA studied in [3] .
Dynamic Power
In [3] , it was argued that a monolithically stacked 3D-FPGA can achieve 1.7x less dynamic power consumption over the baseline 2D-FPGA. Here we use the same methodology for estimating dynamic power consumption as in [3] to estimate the saving in dynamic power achieved by our new 3D-FPGA. Dynamic power consumption is divided into three components, the dynamic power consumed in the logic blocks PLB, the dynamic power consumed in the interconnects Pint, and the dynamic power consumed in the clock networks P clk . Since in this study we assume that the new 3D-FPGA uses the same logic block architecture as the baseline 2D-FPGA, the dynamic power consumed by the logic blocks in the new 3D-FPGA is the same as that in the baseline 2D-FPGA. We quantify the improvement in the total dynamic power consumption, ξ, between the baseline 2D-FPGA and the new 3D-FPGA both implemented in 65nm technology using 
where φLB, φint, and φ clk are the fraction of dynamic power consumed in the logic blocks, the interconnect, and the clock network of the baseline 2D-FPGA, respectively (φLB +φint + φ clk = 1), and ξint ≥ 1 is the ratio of the dynamic power consumed by the interconnects in the 2D-FPGA to that in the new 3D-FPGA for a particular benchmark circuit in MCNC suite. We choose φLB = 0.15, φint = 0.65, and φ clk = 0.2. These values are consistent with recent studies [6, 11] . Because the dynamic power consumed in the interconnects is proportional to the total capacitance of all signal nets with fixed activity factor, we set ξint equal to the ratio of the total signal net capacitance of the baseline 2D-FPGA to that in the new 3D-FPGA for each placed and routed benchmark circuit. We use the same procedure to estimate the dynamic power improvement factor for the clock network ξ clk . We assume the H-tree clock distribution network with distributed buffering [12, 13, 14] .
We computed the dynamic power improvement ξ for each of the 20 MCNC benchmark circuits assuming a 64 × 64 LB array for both the baseline 2D-FPGA and the new 3D-FPGA implemented in 65nm technology. Our results in Figure 16 show a 2.51x to 3.16x improvement in total dynamic power with an average improvement of 2.82x.
CONCLUSION
The paper described a new routing fabric targeted for monolithically stacked 3D-FPGA implementation that achieves 3.3x higher logic density, 2.35x lower delay, and 2.82x lower dynamic power consumption over the baseline 2D-FPGA. The improvements in delay and power consumptions are significantly higher than those achieved by simply stacking the programming overhead of the baseline 2D-FPGA on top of the logic blocks (which is around 1.7x). The additional improvements are due to the reduction in net loading by:
• Using only short segments, which is motivated by findings in our earlier study.
• Employing a hierarchical routing approach in which the LB inputs and outputs connect first to local segments, which can be programmably connected to segments in neighboring routing blocks via programmable buffers and/or to interconnect segments in a routing channels via muxes with buffered outputs.
• Using bypass interconnects for long distance connections.
• Using the extended routing capability of the routing block.
A natural question to ask is whether this new routing fabric is better than the baseline for 2D-FPGA. To answer this question, we used the same methodology as in this paper and [3] to compare the performance of a 2D-FPGA using the new fabric to that of the baseline 2D-FPGA with only Single and Double interconnects and the same number of tracks in each channel. We found that on average the 2D-FPGA using the new fabric achieves 1.35x better delay and 1.3x better dynamic power consumption than its 2D-baseline counterpart at the expense of 1.06x worse logic density. We believe that additional improvements in delay and power consumption can be achieved by further optimizing the parameters of the new routing fabric.
